
Master thesis 

ECTS: 10              

Requirements: none 

Aims of the final paper:  

By writing and defending a master thesis, the student proves his/her competencies for independent research and 

practical work in the given scientific discipline. 

Expected outcome:  

By completing a master thesis, the student integrates and applies the acquired knowledge in solving concrete problems 

within the educational-scientific field of the given study programme. At once, the student shows the ability to present 

his/her matter and findings to the professional and public audience. 

General contents: 

Master thesis is an independent, professional and written treatment of a given topic, through an application of scientific-

research topics. The student can register the master thesis after having passes all the exams, by filling in a form. 

Consultations regarding the topic and structure are carried out with the chosen supervisor. After the scientific and 

teaching board forms a committee and assigns a mentor, the student can register the defense of their master thesis. 

When the Board approves the positive result of the committee for evaluation and grading of the master thesis, the 

student can after 15 days commence writing. Upon the thesis defense, the student is awarded the title ‘master of 

economics’, a degree certificate and a diploma supplement. 

Teaching methods:  

The student and the supervisor agree on the topic 

During writing, the mentor offers advice and points out toward deficiencies, if any. Master thesis consists of: contents, 

introduction, main part, conclusion, literature and appendix, with a minimum of 80 and maximum of 120 pages. The 

student uses adequate methodological instruments (methods of analysis, synthesis, deduction, induction, comparative and 

quantitative methods, etc.). After meeting the requirements, the student submits 5 copies of the master paper, bound, with 

a standard spacing, margins and other technical characteristics in accordance with the rulebook of the Faculty. The thesis 

is presented coherently and comprehensively. The student is expected to use the literature adequately. The arguments 

must support the thesis, by means of an appropriate methodology. 

Grading of the final master thesis 

 Defense 40  

Writing 60 

Total            100 points 
 

 


